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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Large Print.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.*Includes pictures. *Includes their
own quotes about their lives and careers. *Includes a bibliography for further reading. Hollywood is
full of cautionary tales for child actors like Judy Garland, Jackie Coogan, and Macaulay Culkin, who
all soared to fame in their youth only to suffer family feuds, drug addiction, or other ill effects of
becoming famous so early in life. Even those child actors for whom stardom was not traumatic,
such as Shirley Temple, had great difficulty succeeding in Hollywood as an adult, with their careers
effectively over by the time they reached adulthood. On the other hand, the life of Elizabeth Taylor
bears little in common with the paradigm of the troubled child star. After arriving in the United
States at the age of 9, Taylor was indoctrinated into the life of the Hollywood studio system shortly
after child stars Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney, but while Garland suffered great trauma at the
hands of the studio system, Taylor s early experience in Hollywood represented the flip side of the
coin. Groomed for a life in Hollywood by her...
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Reviews
Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka
Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schmitt
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